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The Battle of Ulundi - John Laband 1988
The British army in 1879 was small and
professional. Men enlisted for twelve years of
service (with the option of re-enlisting for a
further nine), and had to be between eighteen
and twenty-five years old, fit and unmarried.
Their pay compared favourably with labourers'
wages. Privates were the lowest and most
numerous rank. Above them came the NCOs
(non-commissioned officers), rising through
corporal, sergeant to colour- or staff-sergeant.
The Zulu army was not a professional one as was
the British. Almost all Zulu men served in it, but
only for part of their time. The Zulu military
system was based on the ibutho, or age-grade
regiment.
At the Battle of Yorktown - Eric Braun
2018-01-01
This book explores various perspectives
surrounding the Battle of Yorktown in the
Revolutionary War. Readers are immersed in the
action as their choices guide the narrative.
From Flintlock to Rifle - Steven T. Ross
2012-10-12
This is a comprehensive study of the major

changes in infantry tacticts from the time of
Frederick the Great to the beginning of what
many see as the era of modern war, in the
1860s. Ross lays social and political change side
by side with technical change. He argues that
the French revolution, due to the fervour and
loyalty it inspired in its participants, led to huge
citizen armies of devolved command which were
able to make use of new tactics that swept the
poorly paid and poorly treated professional
armies of their enemies from the field. Shortly
after the Napoleonic wars other European
countries experienced similar social change and
by the middle of the Nineteenth Century these
massive conscript armies were equipped with
breech-loading rifles and more powerful
artillery. The battlefield of the late 1860's had
become a place where close infantry formations
could not survive for long in the linear
formations of the past.
You Choose: War in Afghanistan - Matthew John
Doeden
The war in Afghanistan is the longest war the
United States has ever fought. It's a tough war
against a loosely organized and unpredictable
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enemy. How will you defend your country? Will
you: Serve on an Army Ranger rescue team
during the Battle of Takur Ghar? Protect a
supply convoy as a member of the National
Guard? Fight as a Marine aiding the Army
Special Forces during Operation Moshtarak?
Everything in this book happened to real people.
And YOU CHOOSE what you do next. The
choices you make could lead you to survival or to
death.
Bloody Border - Douglas V. Meed 1992
A history of the Mexican-American border region
in the early 20th century profiles the violent and
colorful figures during the period of the Mexican
revolution, when bloody raids and conflicts
broke out between Mexicans and American
soldiers and frontiersman.
Battles That Changed History - Spencer
Tucker 2010-11
Presents over two hundred battles that changed
the course of history, including the date, place,
participants, and the historical significance of
each conflict.
Story of the Battle of Waterloo - George Robert
Gleig 1847
Battles and Massacres on the Southwestern
Frontier - Ronald K. Wetherington 2014-03-17
Battles and massacres are intimate affairs for
combatants and others involved, their physical
and emotional violence often stemming from
fervor and fear. Although mass killing
characterizes both battles and massacres, the
two are profoundly different. Battles take place
between armed forces; massacres are one-sided
events in which the dead are mostly innocent
victims. Yet the fog of war shrouds both
massacres and battles in a functional amnesia.
Participants remember what exactly happened
during such a violent encounter only
imperfectly, and later clarity cannot always
rectify accounts thus rendered. Even naming the
events as battles or massacres already imposes
an interpretive framework upon them. This
unique study centers on four critical
engagements between Anglo-Americans and
American Indians on the southwestern frontier:
the Battle of Cieneguilla (1854), the Battle of
Adobe Walls (1864), the Sand Creek Massacre
(1864), and the Mountain Meadows Massacre
(1857). Editors Ronald K. Wetherington and

Frances Levine juxtapose historical and
archaeological perspectives on each event to
untangle the ambiguity and controversy that
surround both historical and more contemporary
accounts of each of these violent outbreaks. Both
disciplines, the contributors make clear, yield
surprisingly similar narratives and interpretive
agreement; and the lessons learned from these
nineteenth-century killing fields about wartime
reporting and command failures remain relevant
today. Contributions by T. Lindsay Baker, J.
Brett Cruse, Will Gorenfeld, Shannon A. Novak,
Lars Rodseth, Douglas D. Scott, and Joe Watkins
The History of the Battles and Adventures of the
British, the Boers, and the Zulus, Etc. in
Southern Africa, from the Time of Pharaoh
Necho, to 1888 - Duncan Campbell Francis
Moodie 2018-02-08
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it.
This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work
as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
The History of the Battles and Adventures of the
British, the Boers, and the Zulus, Etc. in
Southern Africa, from the Time of Pharaoh
Necho, to 1880 - Duncan Campbell Francis
Moodie 1888
A Brief History of Greece and Rome - Edward
Charles Everard Owen 1913
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The Lost Cause - Edward Alfred Pollard 1866
This book recounts the Civil War as a battle
between "two nations of opposite civilizations"
and that slavery enriched the South.
The Battles of the War of 1812 - Pierre
Berton 2006
Collects seven of the historian's works about the
War of 1812 from the Canadian perspective,
including true stories about the capture of
Detroit, the Battle of Lake Erie, and the Battle of
Queenston Heights.
Adventures of War with Cross and Crescent Philip Gibbs 1912
At the Battle of Antietam - Matt Doeden
2018-02-01
This book explores various perspectives
surrounding the Battle of Antietam in the Civil
War. Readers are immersed in the action as
their choices guide the narrative.
The History of the Battles and Adventures
of the British, the Boers, and the Zulus, &
C. in Southern Africa - Duncan Campbell
Francis Moodie 1888
The History of the Battles and Adventures
of the British, the Boers, and the Zulus, &
C. in Southern Africa - Duncan Campbell
Francis Moodie 1888
Clark's Battles of England and tales of the wars.
Illustrated with numerous engravings ... A new
edition - William Mark CLARK 1847
World War II Pilots - Michael Burgan 2013
"Describes the role pilots played during World
War II. Readers' choices reveal various historical
details"--Provided by publisher.
World War II Infantrymen - Steven Otfinoski
2013
"Describes the role infantryman played during
World War II. Readers' choices reveal various
historical details"--Provided by publisher.
The History of the Battles and Adventures
of the British, the Boers, and the Zulus, Etc.
in Southern Africa, from the Time of
Pharaoh Necho, to 1880; - Duncan Campbell
Francis Moodie 2018-02-22
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it.

This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work
as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
The History of the Battles and Adventures of the
British, the Boers and the Zulus - Duncan
Campbell Francis Moodie 1968
Christian Advocate - 1921
The Battles That Changed History - Fletcher
Pratt 2000-03-27
Profiles of 16 decisive struggles from ancient
and modern times. Gripping accounts range
from Alexander the Great's overthrow of the
Persian empire in the 4th century BC to World
War II's Battle of Midway. Pratt depicts the
circumstances leading up to the decisive
clashes, the personalities involved, and the
historically important aftermath. 27 maps.
An Illustrated History of the Crusades and
the Crusader Knights - Charles Phillips
2014-07-01
An unparalleled illustrated history of the
crusading knight, the lands they lost and won,
and the inspiration that motivated them.
Beetle Battles - Doug Emlen 2019-12-24
Join scientist Doug Emlen on his quest to find
out why an elusive type of beetle grows weapons
that are enormous for its body size. What does it
take to be a scientist in the field? Doug Emlen is
a scientist. He studies beetles. Specifically, he
studies the evolution of beetle weapons—how
their horns and armor change to better suit
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them in different environments. This book starts
with a mystery: Doug wanted to know why a
particular type of beetle developed a massive
evolutionary weapon. He wanted to know how
these changes happened and what advantages
these enormous weapons gave the tiny dung
beetles. So, he went to visit. Part travel diary
and part scientific exploration, Beetle Battles
takes you deep into the South American
rainforest to monitor beetles in their own
habitat. Packed with color photographs,
extensive back matter, and entertaining
anecdotes, this book will make beetle fans out of
all its young readers.
You Choose: World War II on the Home
Front - Martin William Gitlin
It's December 1941. The United States has just
entered World War II. How will you help your
country fight for its freedom? Will you: Help
keep the country's economy going as a young
mother in the work force? Try to fit into society
as a wounded African American veteran? Help
end prejudice against Japanese citizens as a 12
year old California boy?
The Complete Illustrated History of
Crusades and the Crusader Knights - Charles
Phillips 2016
An unparalleled visual account of the world of
the crusades and their impact on history.
The Battles - Lisa Papp 2013-04-15
Each paperback in this series features a trio of
fictional stories highlighting a moment in
history, with content taken from our popular
Tales of Young Americans picture-book series.
The Battles contains three stories focusing on
key American battles: the Revolutionary War,
the War of 1812, and the Civil War. The Scarlet
Stockings Spy is set during the Revolutionary
War. In Philadelphia 1777, childhood games now
become life-and-death actions for Maddy Rose
and her Patriot soldier brother, as British spies
are everywhere. In The Town that Fooled the
British, the War of 1812 comes to life when the
British target St. Michaels, Maryland, in their
campaign to defeat America. But a young boy's
quick thinking helps the town escape
destruction. The Last Brother is set on the
battlefields of Gettysburg where Gabe, a Union
Army bugler, meets and befriends Orlee, a
young Confederate bugler. Now, with the battle
looming ahead of him, Gabe is conflicted about

what to do.
Social England: From the accession of
George I, to the battle of Waterloo - Henry
Duff Traill 1896
Zulu! The Battle for Rorke's Drift 1879 - Edmund
Yorke 2005-07-01
Fought on the night of 22/23 January 1879 and
immortalised in the film epic Zulu, Rorke's Drift
represented one of the most glorious, if
subsequently controversial episodes in British
military history. For twelve desperate hours,
outnumbered by over 25-1, barely 140 British
soldiers, based at the remote mission station of
Rorke's Drift, South Africa, were locked in a
ferocious life or death struggle with over 4000
seasoned warriors of the hitherto victorious Zulu
Army - the most powerful indigenous African
army. Only hours earlier, in the shadow of the
ominous Sphinx-like Isandlwana Crag, other
elements of this same Zulu force had virtually
annihilated a 1700-strong British colonial force one of the greatest defeats of Queen Victoria's
reign. In the wake of this massacre, the survival
of the British Empire in South Africa rested with
the tiny garrison of Rorke's Drift.
The Battle of the Wilderness, May 5–6, 1864
- Gordon C. Rhea 1994-07-01
Fought in a tangled forest fringing the south
bank of the Rapidan River, the Battle of the
Wilderness marked the initial engagement in the
climactic months of the Civil War in Virginia,
and the first encounter between Ulysses S.
Grant and Robert E. Lee. In an exciting
narrative, Gordon C. Rhea provides the
consummate recounting of that conflict of May 5
and 6, 1864, which ended with high casualties
on both sides but no clear victor. With its
balanced analysis of events and people,
command structures and strategies, The Battle
of the Wilderness is operational history as it
should be written.
The History of the Battles and Adventures of the
British, the Boers, and the Zulus, & C. in
Southern Africa - Duncan Campbell Francis
Moodie 2015-10-21
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it.
This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work
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as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work.This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work.As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
A Great and Glorious Adventure: A History
of the Hundred Years War and the Birth of
Renaissance England - Gordon Corrigan
2014-07-15
The glory and tragedy of the Hundred Years War
is revealed in a new historical narrative,
bringing Henry V, the Black Prince, and Joan of
Arc to fresh and vivid life In this captivating new
history of a conflict that raged for over a
century, Gordon Corrigan reveals the horrors of
battle and the machinations of power that have
shaped a millennium of Anglo-French relations.
The Hundred Years War was fought between
1337 and 1453 over English claims to both the
throne of France by right of inheritance and
large parts of the country that had been at one
time Norman or, later, English. The fighting
ebbed and flowed, but despite their superior
tactics and great victories at Crécy, Poitiers, and
Agincourt, the English could never hope to
secure their claims in perpetuity: France was
wealthier and far more populous, and while the
English won the battles, they could not hope to
hold forever the lands they conquered. Military
historian Gordon Corrigan's gripping narrative
of these epochal events is combative and
refreshingly alive, and the great battles and
personalities of the period - Edward III, The
Black Prince, Henry V, and Joan of Arc among
them - receive the full attention and
reassessment they deserve.
Verdun - David Mason 2000

On 21st February 1916 one of the bloodiest,
most hard-fought campaigns of World War I
began. The Battle of Verdun is one of the earliest
episodes in the pantheon of horrific conflict that
both marred and shaped Europe in the 20th
century. It is a brutal and incredible story which
sometimes encompasses glory, great valour and
extraordinary heroism on the part of those ranks
who amassed there in their millions. It is also
the story of one of the greatest abominations
ever propagated in the era of modern warfare.
The History of the Battles and Adventures
of the British, the Boers and the Zulus, &
C., in Southern Africa from the Time of
Pharaoh Necho, to 1880 - Duncan Campbell
Francis Moodie 1888
Battles that Changed History - DK 2018-09-06
Discover the stories behind more than 90 of the
world's most significant battles in this lavishly
illustrated history book. The most important
battles ever to take place are brought to life in
the most spectacular way. From the brutal battle
of Gettysburg to the epic air-sea battle of
Midway, find out how fateful decisions led to
glorious victories and crushing defeats. Journey
through the battlefields of history and follow the
key developments of World War I, World War II,
the Cold War and more in unprecedented visual
detail. Using maps, paintings, artefacts, and
photographs, Battles That Changed History is a
guided tour of every major conflict in history.
Explore the stories behind more than 90
important battles and discover how pivotal
moments and tactical decisions have altered the
course of history. From medieval clashes and
great naval conflicts to the era of high-tech air
battles, key campaigns are illustrated and
analysed in detail. Learn incredible facts about
the weapons, armour, soldiers, and military
strategies behind some of the greatest battles
ever. This reference book includes profiles of
famous military leaders like Alexander the
Great, Napoleon, and Rommel. See how
kingdoms and empires have been won and lost
on the battlefield. Go into the thick of combat at
the Great Siege of Malta, the Battle of
Stalingrad, and the icy waters of Dunkirk. It is
the ultimate guide to the history of military
conflict. Relive 3,000 Years of World-Changing
Combat This stunning coffee table book from DK
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Books is a visual treat for history buffs, old and
young. It includes a foreword from awardwinning writer, TV presenter and historian, Sir
Tony Robinson whose TV credits include Time
Team, Blackadder,and The Worst Jobs in
History. From the ancient world to the nuclear
war, each chapter of this military history book
brings the key battles of the era to life: - Before
1000CE: Includes Thermopylae and the Battle of
Red Cliffs. - 1000 - 1500: Includes the Battle of
Agincourt and Fall of Constantinople. - 1500 1700: Includes the Battle of Breitenfeld and
Siege of Vienna. - 1700 - 1900: Includes the
Battle Waterloo and Gettysburg. - 1900 Present: Includes Dunkirk and Operation Desert
Storm.
A Guide to Historical Fiction - Ernest Albert
Baker 1914

The Battle of Lake Erie - Pierre Berton 1994
Provides an account of the Battle of Lake Erie,
the only battle to be fought on a Canadian lake,
and one that turned the War of 1812 in the
United States' favor.
The Battle Of Lake Erie - Charles Oscar Paullin
2013-04-16
The Battle of Lake Erie' by Charles Oscar Paullin
contains A Collecion of Documents, chiefly by
Commodore Perry including the Court-martial of
Commander Barclay & the Court of Enquiry on
Captain Elliott. This battle was the turning point
of the war in the west. Previous to it, the
American offensive campaign in that quarter had
been uniformly unsuccessful. In the summer of
1812, General Isaac Hull, who had advanced into
Canada and had besieged Malden, abandoned
the siege, retreated to Detroit, and there
surrendered that post and his army to the
British.
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